
Area Case Study  

Name of locale : Nelson and Brierfield, Lancashire. (6 Wards) 

Borough, county or constituency: In Borough of Pendle. 

Statistics 

• Total population of locale 39 288 (2011) 
• Main ethnic groups:  White English, Pakistani Asian (Eastern European various). 
• Total number of Muslims at 2011 census 14 625 percentage  37.225%  
• Ethnic breakdown of Muslim groups at census + percentages: Virtually all Pakistani 

heritage.  
• Likely total number of Muslims as of 2017 (source? anecdotal?) + percentages  
•  Projection based on comparing 2001 with 2011, supported by observation 45%. 
• Total number of Christians at 2011 census 15 927,  40.5% self identified. (21.5% no 

religion/not stated) 
• Estimate of total number of active Christians e.g. attending churches.  
•  Typical Sunday Protestant c 650. Figures for RC attendance not available. We d 

know 2 churcheshave closed since 2003 and there is talk others closing too. 
• Number of churches and denominations 13 churches 8 denoms, -CofE 3, Meth 2, Baptist 2, 

Indep Meth 1, AoG 1, Indep Evan 1. Salvationist 1, RC 2.  
• Maybe changes since 2001 Census Christian 54% 2001, 40.5% 2011, (total pop similar).  

2003-2017 church closures 9  

Background 

Brief history of the migration of Muslims in this locale e.g. origins, pull/push factors, dates. 
(Immigration, Casey, p9)   

Mill workers recruited from MirPur/Punjab from late 1950s/early 1960s. Spouse and dependent 
immigration continues till present. 

Description 

Brief description of Muslim community e.g. ethnicity, religious traditions, occupations, housing.  
Number of mosques and associated traditions. (Settlement and segregation, p10) 

Mosques:  

Barelivi  4 (inc 1xSultan Bahu)  5650 estimated total mosque capacity (ETMC) 
Neo Barelvi:  Minhaj Q 2, Naqshbandi Sufi 2. ETMC 1800 
UKIM 1 (+1 incomplete)  ETMC 600 
Salafi 1,   400  
Deobandi 1,  575 
 
Housing mainly Victorian terrace, some accessing better housing. Occupations: Many unskilled esp 
older. Some professional. No detailed data. 



Anecdotal: imam from Birmingham “ Here it is like a village back in Pakistan. Most people do not 
really accept that they are British. I hear much more Punjabi and Urdu here than back in Brum.” 
 
Assessment of integration 

How diverse is the locale and how do different communities interact?   
Crude generalisation, two communities self segregated.  
Asian presence on Council bodies quite high but not all active. Anecdotal remark from Asian 
neighbour “Some just get elected so they can call take the title councillor” “Our people are useless.” 
One Parish Council said to be in pocket of 1 biraderi. So superficially it works but actually the cultural 
differences and lack of real buy in to UK ways is highlighted by what happens. Labour party has 
substantial involvement from secular Muslims.  
.  
Is the Muslim community visibly segregated/integrated?  
In 2011, 1 ward  74% Asian, 3 wards 40-50% 3 wards 30-40%, 1 less than 10%. Highly Asian areas 
contiguous. Traditional clothing clear marker esp for older people, those most often seen. (More 
secular people work out of the area so not usually visible.  
Primary schools tend to towards self segregation. Secondary schools mixed but behavioural self 
segregation obvious. 6th form college 50-50, self segregated 
 What joint projects or meeting points are there?  How do people feel about these changes? (Casey, 
p12 - also Social and economic exclusion, Equality and division, Leadership, p13-15) 
Sufi group runs joint projects with Arts group and free cafe 1 evening every 2 weeks for the lonely. 
 
Christian-Muslim interaction 

What initiatives bring Christians and Muslims into contact with one another?  What formal bodies 
are there?  What is the nature of the relationship between them – adversarial, fraternal, cordial….? 

Building Bridges Interfaith Group, mainly active in schools. (Largely Muslim-run?) Interfaith events 
draw very, very few from either community. 
Council Displaced person steering group - poor Muslim representation. 
1 Food bank which is Muslim-run but interacting with churches. 
Brierfield Faith Forum - recent project to produce leaflet on area. Not very representative group. 
Informal interaction generated by Friendship First/Mahabba.  
 all these cordial. Underlying tensions not expressed.  
Interfaith groups not significant in overall picture.  
Some churches accepting but not engaging, some churches hostile and not engaging.  
 

Conversion 

Is there evidence of conversion either way in the locale?  How many Muslims have become Christians 
or vice-versa in the locale?  What is their experience and relationship with their community of origin? 

A few white converts to Islam (not necessarily from locality). 

Converts from Islam, none public. 3 very recent and not public. Two not converted in locality. 


